
Working memory (WM) and attention are two central 
pillars of cognition. WM allows us to actively maintain 
and manipulate mental information for short periods of 
time (Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Logie, 
1995), whereas selective attention permits the selective 
processing of a subset of stimuli present in the environ
ment (Broadbent, 1958; Luck & Vecera, 2002). In recent 
years, the relationship between these two cognitive con
structs has become an area of intense research interest 
(Awh, Vogel, & Oh, 2006; Fougnie & Marois, 2006; Oh 
& Kim, 2004; Woodman & Luck, 2004; Woodman, Vogel, 
& Luck, 2001). Such research has clearly highlighted the 
role of attention not only in the encoding of information 
into WM (Dell’Acqua & Jolicœur, 2000; Irwin & Gor
don, 1998; Jolicœur & Dell’Acqua, 1998, 1999; Schmidt, 
Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2002), but also in the updating 
and retrieval of information from WM (Han & Kim, 2004; 
Oberauer, 2002, 2003).

In contrast to WM encoding and retrieval, however, 
there is still little consensus on the relationship between 
attention and the maintenance of information in WM. 
Several authors have suggested that the capacity limit of 
WM maintenance is set by attention (Cowan, 1995, 2001, 
2006; Rensink, 2000, 2002). In support of this assertion, 
both processes are generally considered to have a capacity 
limit of about three or four objects (Cowan, 2001; Pashler, 
1988; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 
2001). However, the similarity in capacity limits may be 
mere coincidence. Indeed, given that capacity for atten
tional tracking and WM tasks depends on various stimulus 

parameters such as the speed of the disks that need to be 
tracked (Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007) or the complexity 
of the items that need to be remembered (Alvarez & Cav
anagh, 2004; but see Awh, Barton, & Vogel, 2007), it is 
not difficult for capacity estimates of either attentional or 
WM tasks to depart from the magical number 4.

Findings demonstrating that demands on selective at
tention impair visual working memory (VWM) perfor
mance have also been interpreted as supporting a tight 
relationship between attention and WM maintenance 
(Awh, Jonides, & ReuterLorenz, 1998; Oh & Kim, 2004; 
Woodman & Luck, 2004). However, such interference is 
primarily observed when the attention and VWM tasks 
share the same featural domain (Awh et al., 1998; Fougnie 
& Marois, 2006, 2009; Oh & Kim, 2004; Woodman & 
Luck, 2004; Woodman et al., 2001), therefore suggesting 
that what may matter most for attention to interfere with 
WM is whether they operate on similar representational 
formats. Moreover, evidence of dualtask interference 
between attention and VWM does not necessarily imply 
that attention is solely responsible for the capacity limit of 
VWM. If this were the case, interference between a visuo
spatial attention task and a VWM task should be equiva
lent to the interference produced by two concurrently per
formed VWM tasks. This hypothesis was recently tested 
by introducing various secondary tasks during the reten
tion interval of a VWM task containing a simple array of 
colored stimuli (Fougnie & Marois, 2006). Not surpris
ing, two VWM tasks strongly interfered with each other: 
Capacity estimates for each of the dual WM tasks were 
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and Morey was six colored items, which surpasses the 
known capacity limits for such simple stimuli (three or 
four; Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Luck & Vogel, 1997; 
Todd & Marois, 2004; Vogel et al., 2001). Consequently, 
the participants would have had to initially store six items 
in order to perform the postcue task accurately, thereby 
placing demands on VWM storage that exceed the aver
age participant’s capacity.

Thus, one goal of the present study was to test whether 
postcue costs are due to WM encoding limitations, as was 
argued by Cowan and Morey (2007), or due to storage 
limitations, as was suggested above. A second goal of our 
study was to examine whether retrieval of information 
from VWM may also interfere with VWM maintenance. 
Although Cowan and Morey did not assess interference 
between VWM maintenance and retrieval, they did hy
pothesize that such retrievalbased interference could ac
count for at least some of the costs observed in dual VWM 
tasks (Fougnie & Marois, 2006).

To address these two goals, we carried out three ex
periments. We first tested the hypothesis that the post
cue procedure may tax VWM maintenance rather than 
VWM encoding. If this hypothesis is right, postcue costs 
should occur when VWM storage capacity is surpassed 
but not when the VWM load is under capacity. Experi
ments 1 and 2 addressed this issue. The hypothesis also 
predicts that postcue costs should be the same, regardless 
of whether the two visual displays are presented simul
taneously or sequentially, since these two display pre
sentations have equivalent storage demands, whereas an 
 encoding–maintenance interference account would pre
dict greater dualtask costs in the sequential display pre
sentation, because this presentation optimizes competition 
between interference and maintenance stages of VWM 
(Saults & Cowan, 2007). This was tested in Experiment 2. 
To address the putative interference of VWM retrieval on 
VWM maintenance, in Experiment 3 we manipulated task 
response order in a dual VWM task. If retrieval of one 
task disrupts VWM maintenance of another, performance 
for the VWM task that was responded to last should be 
impaired relative to the VWM task that was responded to 
first. The results of all three experiments provide no evi
dence that encoding or retrieval from one VWM task in
terferes with maintenance of the other VWM task. Rather, 
it is the maintenance stage of VWM that is the source of 
interference in dualtask VWM conditions. We therefore 
conclude that interference resulting from the concurrent 
performance of two VWM tasks (e.g., Fougnie & Marois, 
2006) is due to competition for a limited capacity store 
(Luck & Vogel, 1997; Vogel et al., 2001).

ExpErimEnt 1

If interference in the postcue task is due to storage limi
tations, postcue costs should only occur when the number 
of stimuli that are presented exceed VWM storage capac
ity. If interference is instead due to competition between 
WM encoding and maintenance processes, postcue costs 
would be expected for both sub and supracapacity set 
sizes. To distinguish between these predictions, in Experi

half those of singletask capacity. By contrast, the perfor
mance of visuospatial attentiondemanding tasks during 
the retention interval of a VWM task generated far less 
interference. Although these results confirmed that atten
tion can interfere with VWM (Awh et al., 1998; Oh & 
Kim, 2004; Woodman & Luck, 2004), they also suggested 
that attention is not solely responsible for the capacity 
limit of VWM storage.

Fougnie and Marois’s (2006) finding that attention and 
VWM maintenance do not share the same capacity limit 
rests on the notion that interference during concurrent 
performance of two VWM tasks reveals capacity limits 
in VWM storage. This notion was recently challenged by 
Cowan and Morey, who argued that two VWM tasks may 
interfere with each other during encoding and retrieval, 
in addition to any interference observed during mainte
nance. If the larger dualtask costs incurred during the 
concurrent performance of two VWM tasks relative to 
the concurrent performance of an attention and a VWM 
task were not solely due to limits in storage capacity, this 
would draw into question the evidence that the capacity 
limit of VWM is distinct from the limitations of atten
tional capacity (Fougnie & Marois, 2006). In support 
of their assertion, Cowan and Morey (2007) presented 
evidence that maintenance of one VWM array of three 
color stimuli interferes with the encoding of a subsequent 
VWM array of three colored stimuli. In their elegant pro
cedure, participants initially encoded two sequentially 
presented WM displays. A postcue presented 500 msec 
after the second array’s offset instructed the participants 
which of the two visual displays to maintain in WM until 
probe presentation. Consequently, although Cowan and 
Morey’s procedure required the encoding of two displays, 
the participants’ WM was only tested for one display. Per
formance in the postcue condition was significantly worse 
than performance in a similar WM task in which only one 
set of three colored stimuli was presented (singletask 
condition). Because both the singletask and the postcue 
task involved maintaining and probing a single display, 
the lower performance in the postcue condition (postcue 
costs) was deemed to reflect interference between the 
encoding of one visual display and the maintenance of 
another visual display.

Cowan and Morey’s (2007) findings rest on the premise 
that the postcue procedure specifically reveals dualtask 
interference resulting from encoding one VWM set while 
maintaining another VWM set. It is imperative to sub
stantiate this premise, not only because of its important 
ramifications on the nature of the capacity limit of VWM, 
but also because these results conflict with prior evidence 
that the rate of information encoding in VWM is not af
fected by concurrent maintenance of another visual dis
play (Woodman & Vogel, 2005), suggesting that encoding 
and maintenance of visual features may not interfere with 
one another. Indeed, a closer look at Cowan and Morey’s 
postcue procedure leaves open the possibility that post
cue costs in the dualarray task may have resulted from 
storage limitations in WM prior to postcue presentation 
rather than from encoding limitations. This is because the 
VWM load in the dualtask postcue conditions of Cowan 
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location pairing, the participants were instructed to press a key on 
the keyboard labeled saMe using the index finger of the right hand. 
If the item had an incorrect color–location pairing, they pressed an
other key, labeled diFFerenT, using the middle finger of the right 
hand. The participants were given as much time as they wanted to 
make an accurate response.

In the postcue condition, the fixation screen was followed by 
successive presentation of the circle and square VWM displays, 
with presentation order randomized. The memory displays were 
presented for 500 msec, with a 500msec offset between displays. 
Following this encoding period, a postcue (0.75º) that was either a 
black square or a black circle was shown for 1,000 msec, with the 
shape of the postcue (either circle or square) indicating which set to 
maintain in VWM. Following the 3,000msec retention interval, the 
participants’ color–location memory for the taskrelevant display 
was assessed using a singleprobe change detection procedure.

The task (singletask or postcue) and array size (two or three 
objects) conditions were randomly intermixed within two blocks 
of 32 selfpaced trials. Before the start of the experiment, the task 
instructions were explained to each participant, and the participants 
performed 32 practice trials with performance feedback.

Analyses in this and subsequent experiments of this article were 
performed on accuracy data and on capacity estimates (K) derived 
from the accuracy data (Cowan, 2001; Pashler, 1988). Because these 
two measures yielded statistically equivalent results, we only report 
the statistical tests on the accuracy data.

results and Discussion
VWM accuracy and capacity (K ) for the two or three

object singletask and postcue conditions of Experi
ment 1 are shown in Figure 2. A withinsubjects ANOVA 
was performed on the VWM accuracy performance as a 
function of task (singletask or postcue task) and array 
size (two or three). The results revealed a main effect of 
task [F(1,17) 5 12.43, p , .005], with performance in 
the singletask condition being better than performance in 
the postcue condition. In addition, there was a main effect 
of array size [F(1,17) 5 6.55, p , .05], with higher per
formance for twoobject displays. Most important, there 
was an interaction between task and array size [F(1,17) 5 
39.03, p , .0001]. Planned comparisons using paired 
t tests examined the difference between postcue and 
single task VWM performance within both the two and 
the threeobject conditions. Although VWM performance 
revealed large postcue costs when the VWM displays con
tained three stimuli [t(17) 5 3.78, p , .005], there was no 
evidence of such costs with displays of two items [t(17) 5 
0.46, p 5 .65]. This suggests that postcue costs occur only 
for VWM loads that exceed estimates of VWM storage 
capacity. These results are consistent with the storage
limit account of postcue costs  but not with the encoding 
interference account.

It is conceivable, however, that encoding costs vary with 
WM set size. That is, an increase in the number of objects 
stored in WM of Task 1 may accentuate the potential for 
interference with WM encoding of Task 2. If so, the re
sults of Experiment 1 might not strictly rule out the encod
ing interference account. However, a critical difference 
between this account and the storagelimit account is that 
the latter predicts that the increase in postcue costs in the 
threeobject condition relative to the twoobject condition 
should be related to an individual participant’s singletask 
capacity, such that the participants with poorer singletask 

ment 1 we presented participants with a postcue task con
taining either subcapacity or supracapacity VWM loads. 
VWM capacity for simple colored stimuli is limited to 
about four items (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Vogel et al., 
2001). In the subcapacity twoobject postcue condition, 
the participants viewed two sequentially presented dis
plays of two items. Because this condition requires storing 
a total of four items until presentation of the postcue, the 
storage limitation account predicts that postcue perfor
mance would be roughly equivalent to a twoobject single
task condition, because the number of presented stimuli 
would generally be within the participants’ capacity limit. 
However, in the supracapacity threeobject postcue con
dition, which is analogous to that of Cowan and Morey 
(2007), greater postcue costs (relative to a threeobject 
singletask condition) are expected because more objects 
(six) are presented than the typical capacity limit of four. 
In contrast to the storage limitation account, the encoding 
interference account predicts significant postcue costs in 
both the twoobject and threeobject conditions, because 
in both conditions, encoding of one VWM display can in
terfere with maintenance of another VWM display.

method
participants. Eighteen young adults (6 male) participated for 

course credit or monetary reward.
Stimuli. Colors for the circle memory set were drawn from the 

following list without replacement: red, brown, blue, yellow, or pur
ple. Colors for the square memory set were drawn from a different 
list, also without replacement: light blue, green, pink, orange, or 
white. VWM stimuli measured 0.75º (diameter) and were presented 
3.4º from fixation.

In the threeobject postcue and singletask conditions, the circle 
stimuli appeared on the three corners of an imaginary upright tri
angle (0º, 120º, and 240º), whereas the square stimuli appeared on 
the three corners of an inverted triangle (60º, 180º, and 300º). In the 
twoobject postcue and singletask conditions, the circle stimuli ap
peared above and below fixation and square stimuli appeared to the 
left and right of fixation.

procedure. The timeline for a trial is illustrated in Figure 1. A 
trial began with the presentation of a central cross, which the par
ticipants were instructed to fixate. In addition, the central cross 
also signaled to the participants to began repeating the word the 
at a 2Hz rate for the duration of the trial. This articulatory sup
pression task served to minimize verbal encoding and rehearsal of 
the visual stimuli (Baddeley, 1986). The participants’ verbalizations 
were monitored through speakers to confirm that they performed the 
articulatory suppression task.

The participants performed singletask and postcue trials inter
mixed within blocks. In the singletask condition, the VWM dis
play of two or three items followed the fixation cross by 1,000 msec 
and was presented for 500 msec, with equal probability that the set 
would contain squares or circles. Even though the postcue was not 
necessary for this condition, it was presented in order to equate sen
sory components between singletask and postcue conditions. The 
postcue (0.75º), which was presented 500 msec after the offset of 
the VWM display, matched the shape of the VWM display stimuli 
and remained onscreen for 1,000 msec. After a 3,000msec reten
tion interval, the participants’ memory was assessed using a single
probe change detection procedure (Irwin, 1992; Vogel et al., 2001; 
Wheeler & Treisman, 2002): A test display of one item matching 
in shape and color an item in the cued memory set. On half of the 
trials, the position of the tested item was the same as in the memory 
display. For the rest of the trials, the item was presented in one of 
the other locations for that shape.1 If the item had the correct color–
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that this decrease is due to interference between encoding 
and maintenance.

ExpErimEnt 2

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that supracapacity 
loads are a necessary precondition for observing postcue 
costs. The goal of Experiment 2 was to replicate these re
sults and provide converging evidence that postcue costs 
are better explained by storage limitations than by inter
ference between encoding of one VWM display and stor
age of another VWM display. The storage limit account 
implies that dualtask impairment is due to interference 
between two visual arrays for retention in a capacity
limited store. As such, this model predicts no role for 
the encoding phase of VWM in accounting for dualtask 
limitations. In contrast, because the encoding interference 
account posits that dualtask impairment results from a 

performance will show higher postcue costs. By contrast, 
interference between encoding and maintenance would 
predict, if anything, the reverse pattern—that the partici
pants with higher WM capacity would show greater post
cue costs, since they have more objects stored in VWM 
during the subsequent encoding phase.

A correlational analysis examining the relationship 
between an individual’s performance in the threeobject 
single task condition (a measure of VWM capacity) 
and the difference in accuracy between the threeobject 
postcue condition and the twoobject postcue condition  
(a measure of postcue costs at high WM loads) revealed a 
strong negative correlation (r 5 2.47, p , .05) such that 
the participants with low singletask WM performance 
had increased costs in the threeobject condition (Fig
ure 3).2 The finding that the participants with lower VWM 
capacity showed larger postcue costs is a direct prediction 
of our account and is not consistent with the possibility 

500 msec

500 msec

Postcue
1,000 msec

3,000 msec

500 msec

Begin Articulatory
Suppression
1,000 msec

500 msec

Time

Figure 1. trial timeline for the three-object postcue condition of Experiment 1. Different fill patterns represent different solid colors. 
A trial began with the presentation of a central fixation cross that informed the participants to begin the articulatory suppression task. 
the order of the VWm sets (circle or square first) was randomly selected for each trial. the trial timeline was identical in the single-
task condition, except that the participants were shown only one VWm set (selected at random).
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Stimuli. The stimuli were identical to those of Experiment 1.
procedure. The participants completed two singletask blocks 

of 16 trials and two postcue blocks of 32 trials. The blocks were 
presented in alternating order, with the starting block (singletask or 
postcue) counterbalanced across participants. Prior to the study, the  
participants performed 8 singletask and 16 postcue practice trials. 
We blocked singletask and postcue trials, as opposed to intermix
ing them, to avoid confusion between the singletask and postcue 
SEQ trials, since these two trial types were identical for the first 
1,000 msec of a trial.

Singletask trials were similar to those in Experiment 1, except 
that the retention interval was increased from 3,000 to 4,000 msec 
in order to provide a more conservative baseline to evaluate postcue 
costs. In Experiment 1, the retention interval for the single task tri
als, measured from the end of the encoding interval, corresponded 
to the retention interval of the second array in the postcue trials 
(3,000 msec). However, because the first array in these postcue tri
als had a retention interval that was 1,000 msec longer, it is pos
sible that the overall longer retention intervals for the postcue trials 
(4,000 and 3,000 msec) than for the single task trials (3,000 msec) 
may have inflated our estimate of postcue costs. Supporting this 
possibility, change detection accuracy for threeobject postcue trials 
was 3% lower for the first than for the second array (there was no 
difference for twoobject postcue trials). Although this difference 
in postcue performance for the first and second arrays is too small 
to explain the postcue costs (.10%) observed in Experiment 1, 
this problem was alleviated in Experiment 2 by using the longest 
of the two postcue retention intervals as the retention interval for 
the singletask trials.

The sequentially presented postcue trials were identical to the 
postcue trials of Experiment 1. In the SIM condition, the threecircle 
and threesquare memory sets were presented simultaneously for 
1,000 msec, followed by a 1,000msec gap between stimulus presen
tation and postcue onset, which in turn was followed by a retention 
interval of 3,000 msec. The total encoding period was equivalent 
(2 sec) across the SIM and SEQ conditions. The twoobject and 
threeobject trials were intermixed within blocks.

results and Discussion
VWM accuracy and capacity for the singletask SIM 

and SEQ conditions are shown in Figure 4.

conflict between encoding of a VWM array and retention 
of another array (Cowan & Morey, 2007), dualtask costs 
should be sensitive to the overlap between the encoding 
and retention phases of each VWM array. Specifically, 
Saults and Cowan (2007) argued that simultaneous pre
sentation of two WM stimulus sets reduces the potential 
for interference between the encoding of one set and the 
storage of another set, because both stimulus sets are en
coded concurrently. In Experiment 2, we tested how post
cue costs are affected by the overlap between encoding 
and retention by presenting the stimulus displays for the 
two VWM tasks either sequentially (SEQ condition) or 
simultaneously (SIM condition). In this experiment, par
ticipants performed blocks of singletask trials or postcue 
trials. In the postcue blocks, the participants memorized a 
set of two or three colored squares and a set of two or three 
colored circles, with the sets being presented either simul
taneously or sequentially. As in Experiment 1, after the 
offset of the last display, a postcue indicated which stimu
lus set would be tested. A storage limit account predicts 
that SIM and SEQ presentations will lead to equivalent 
performance, because the two conditions place equiva
lent demands on storage capacity. However, because the 
encoding interference account postulates that the con
flict in dual VWM tasks is between encoding of one set 
and maintenance of another, this account predicts worse 
performance in the SEQ presentation and that this cost 
for sequentially presented stimuli will be greater for the 
threeobject condition. In addition, as in Experiment 1, we 
predicted that performance in the postcue condition would 
be worse than singletask performance for the threeobject 
but not the twoobject condition.

method
participants. Sixteen young adults (7 male) participated for 

course credit or monetary reward.
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Figure 2. VWm accuracy results for the single-task and postcue 
conditions of Experiment 1 as a function of array size. Error bars 
represent within-subjects errors of the mean. Capacity (K ) for 
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variability (only 6 of the 16 participants made an error 
during the threeobject singletask condition).

To examine the effect of stimulus presentation order 
(SIM vs. SEQ), VWM accuracy for the postcue trials was 
entered into a 2 3 2 ANOVA with the factors of array 
size (2 or 3) and presentation (SIM or SEQ). There was a 
main effect of array size, such that WM performance was 
better in the twoobject than in the threeobject condition 
[F(1,15) 5 14.76, p , .005]. There was no main effect of 
presentation [F(1,15) 5 0.01, p 5 .92] and no interaction 
between presentation and array size [F(1,15) 5 2.23, p 5 
.16]. Because performance in the SIM condition and that 
in the SEQ condition were indistinguishable, the results 
provide no evidence that manipulating the overlap be
tween the encoding stage of one VWM task and the main
tenance stage of another VWM task affected dualtask 
interference. These results are inconsistent with Saults 
and Cowan’s (2007) prediction that the simultaneous pre
sentation of two WM arrays should ameliorate dualtask 
performance relative to sequential presentation, because 
it would eliminate potential interference between WM en
coding and maintenance.

The results of the SEQ/SIM manipulation rest on the 
assumption that the participants performed the tasks as 
instructed. Specifically, equivalent postcue costs for the 
SIM and SEQ presentations would also be expected if the 
participants disregarded the experimenter’s instructions 
and encoded the stimulus sets sequentially even during 
simultaneous presentation. However, this account im
plies that the participants would have encoded the VWM 
stimuli in the SIM condition using a suboptimal strategy, 
because, according to Saults and Cowan (2007), this strat
egy would promote interference between encoding of a 
VWM array and maintenance of another. In the absence 
of any compelling reason for the participants to select this 
nonadvantageous strategy, the more parsimonious expla
nation for our results is that encoding and maintenance do 
not mutually interfere.

ExpErimEnt 3

The first two experiments cast doubt on the assertion 
that interference in VWM dualtask experiments results 
from conflict between the encoding and maintenance 
phases of VWM. However, it has also been suggested that 
VWM dualtask costs may be exaggerated by interference 
from the retrieval of one VWM display with the main
tenance of a second display (Cowan & Morey, 2007). If 
engaging in retrieval for one VWM display impairs the 
maintenance of another VWM display in a dualtask set
ting, the performance of a VWM task will be affected by 
whether that task is preceded by one that involves VWM 
retrieval. Thus, one method of determining the impact of 
VWM retrieval on VWM maintenance is to manipulate the 
order of responses in a dual VWM task and to determine 
whether VWM performance for the second response is 
more impaired than for the first response. Since in our pre
vious dual VWM experiment (Fougnie & Marois, 2006, 
Experiment 2), we did not manipulate response order, here 

In Experiment 1, we found significant postcue costs 
in the threeobject but not in the twoobject condition. 
To examine postcue performance relative to singletask 
performance in the present study, singletask and postcue 
trials were entered into a 2 3 3 ANOVA with the factors 
of array size (two or three) and task (single task, SIM, or 
SEQ). There was a main effect of array size such that WM 
performance was better in the twoobject than in the three
object condition [F(1,15) 5 14.11, p , .005]. There was a 
main effect of task [F(2,30) 5 4, p , .05], with singletask 
performance being better than that in either the SEQ or the 
SIM condition. We also observed an interaction between 
task and array size [F(2,30) 5 3.63, p , .05]. As can be 
seen in Figure 4, the interaction appears to be driven by 
large postcue costs in the threeobject condition, but not 
in the twoobject condition, consistent with the results of 
Experiment 1. Indeed, separate oneway ANOVAs were 
conducted on the twoobject and threeobject conditions, 
examining the effect of task (single task, SIM, or SEQ). 
In the twoobject condition, there was no effect of task 
[F(2,30) 5 0.86, p 5 .43], but there was an effect in the 
threeobject condition [F(2,30) 5 5.63, p , .05]. Thus, 
we replicated the main finding of Experiment 1, which is 
that significant postcue costs are only observed for VWM 
loads that exceed estimates of VWM storage capacity. 
Unlike in Experiment 1, however, we could not perform 
the correlational analysis to test whether the participants’ 
VWM performance in the threeobject singletask condi
tion was correlated with the magnitude of the array size 
effect in the postcue conditions because of insufficient 
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array size) ANOVA. This analysis revealed main effects 
of both VWM1 array size [F(1,14) 5 27.24, p , .001] 
and VWM2 array size [F(1,14) 5 33.12, p , .0001] but 
no interaction between these two factors ( p . .1). Most 
important, there was no main effect of response order 
[F(1,14) 5 1.13, p 5 .31], and response order did not 
interact with any of the other factors (all ps . .15). These 
results replicate the findings of Fougnie and Marois 
(2006) in demonstrating that concurrent maintenance of 
two VWM loads causes interferences between them. More 
important, the results indicate that this dualtask cost is 
not due to retrieval of one VWM array interfering with 
maintenance of another, because response order did not 
affect VWM performance.

Although the results of Experiment 3 support the hypoth
esis that the dualtask costs observed by Fougnie and Marois 
(2006) were not due to interference at retrieval, there is an 
alternative account that is consistent with these results. Ac
cording to this account, the lack of a response order effect 
does not indicate that retrieval does not affect maintenance, 
but, rather, indicates that retrieval of one VWM array and 
maintenance of another mutually and symmetrically inter
fere with each other. That is to say, if retrieval of one VWM 
array interferes with maintenance of another VWM array 
to the same extent that maintenance of that second VWM 
interferes with retrieval of that first VWM array, these re
ciprocal interference costs would yield similar task perfor
mance regardless of response order. There are two reasons, 
however, to suggest that this alternative account is unlikely 
to be viable. First, it requires that the reciprocal interference 
between retrieval and maintenance be equal, yet there is 
no a priori reason to suggest that such interference should 
be evenly matched. Second, and most important, there is 
considerable evidence to suggest that there is an asymmet
ric pattern of interference between retrieval and secondary 
task demands in dualtask settings. Specifically, retrieval 

we replicate that study using the same paradigm while 
varying the order of the probe displays.

method
participants. Fifteen young adults (6 male) participated for mon

etary reward.
Stimuli. For each trial, the two color sets (set one: light blue, dark 

green, red, white, and purple; set two: light green, brown, pink, blue, 
and yellow) were randomly assigned to one of the two VWM tasks 
(VWM1 or VWM2). The three VWM1 stimuli were circles (0.78º) 
that could appear at any of the four locations 3.3º from fixation on 
the horizontal and vertical axes, whereas the VWM2 stimuli were 
squares that could appear at the corresponding locations of the two 
45º diagonal axes.

procedure. The experimental procedure was similar to that of the 
single and dualVWM tasks used in Fougnie and Marois (2006). The 
participants performed an articulatory suppression task, which con
sisted of repeating the word the at a 2Hz rate, beginning 1,000 msec 
prior to each trial and ending only after the responses for both tasks 
had been collected. A trial began with the presentation of a VWM1 
display of zero or three stimuli for 400 msec. Following a 1,200
msec encoding interval, the VWM2 display (0, 1, or 3 stimuli) was 
presented for 400 msec. After a 9,000msec retention interval, the 
two probe displays were presented in a randomized order. Probe dis
plays contained a single colored shape (circle for VWM1 and square 
for VWM2), and the participants had to indicate whether this probe 
shape matched the color and location of one of the memory display 
items (50% match trials). Nonmatching VWM1 probes involved an 
incorrect pairing of color and location. Nonmatching VWM2 probes 
differed from those in VWM1, since we could not switch color and 
location when there was only one VWM2 item. For trials with a 
VWM2 array size of one, nonmatching VWM2 probes entailed a 
new color or a new location (with equal probability), whereas for 
trials with a VWM2 array size of three, nonmatching VWM2 probes 
entailed a new color, a new location, or an incorrect pairing of color 
and location (with equal probability). For the VWM1 probe, the 
participants made an unspeeded response by pressing one of two 
keys with the index and middle fingers of their left hand to indicate 
whether the probe item matched one of the VWM1 stimuli. A similar 
response was made for the VWM2 probe with the two corresponding 
fingers of the right hand. To control for sensory and motor demands 
across conditions, singletask trials still involved the presentation 
of two visual displays and required two manual responses. In those 
trials, the stimuli for one of the two memory arrays were replaced by 
four black dummy triangles (0.78º) appearing at the four potential 
stimulus locations (this change occurred for VWM1 on 25% of all 
trials and for VWM2 on 33% of all trials). In addition, the VWM 
probe display for the dummy memory set was replaced by a screen 
with a number sign (#) above fixation, indicating that the partici
pants should simply press the space bar.

The participants completed one practice block and four experi
mental blocks of 48 trials each. The experimental conditions were 
randomly intermixed within blocks.

results and Discussion
Accuracy for the VWM1 and VWM2 tasks is shown 

in Figures 5A and 5B, whereas Tables 1A and 1B list 
the capacity estimates (K ) for each condition. Accuracy 
on the VWM1 task (Figure 5A) was analyzed in a 2 (re
sponse order) 3 3 (VWM2 array size) withinsubjects 
ANOVA. There was a main effect of VWM2 array size 
[F(2,28) 5 21.69, p , .0001], but no effect of response 
order [F(1,14) 5 2.1, p 5 .18], and no interaction between 
VWM2 array size and response order [F(2,28) 5 0.56, 
p . .5]. VWM2 accuracy (Figure 5B) was analyzed in a 
2 (response order) 3 2 (VWM2 array size) 3 2 (VWM1 

table 1A 
Capacity Estimates (K; Cowan, 2001) for the  

VWm1 task of Experiment 3 As a Function of  
task Array Size and response Order

VWM1 Capacity

     SingleTask  1VWM2  3VWM2

3VWM1 Probed 1st 1.92 2.04 1.22
  Probed 2nd 1.92  1.78  1.14

Note—1VWM2, Task 2 VWM with array size 1; 3VWM2, Task 2 VWM 
with array size 3; 3VWM1, Task1 VWM with array size 3.

table 1B 
Capacity Estimates (K; Cowan, 2001) for the  

VWm2 task of Experiment 3 As a Function of  
task Array Size and response Order

VWM2 Capacity

      SingleTask  3VWM1  

1VWM2 Probed 1st 0.94 0.74
  Probed 2nd 0.92  0.74

3VWM2 Probed 1st 2.29 2.04
 Probed 2nd 2.29 1.15  

Note—3VWM1, Task 1 VWM with array size 3; 1VWM2, Task 2 VWM 
with array size 1; 3VWM2, Task 2 VWM with array size 3.
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On the basis of the evidence discussed above, we con
clude that the process of retrieving information from one 
VWM task does not interfere with the maintenance of in
formation of another VWM task. Of course, our results 
do not rule out the existence of retrievalbased interfer
ence: Such interference might be revealed, for example, 
if the WM paradigms made greater demands on attention 
 and/ or executive processing. Rather, what the present re
sults clearly suggest is that such retrievalbased interfer
ence, if it exists, can hardly account for the considerable 
dualVWM costs observed in the present experiment or in 
those of Fougnie and Marois (2006), because such costs 
can be observed independently of any potential retrieval
based interference.

In summary, the results of Experiment 3, together with 
those of Experiments 1 and 2, are consistent with the hy
pothesis that the main source of dual VWM costs is inter
ference between the maintenances of two VWM arrays 
rather than between maintenance of one array and encod
ing or retrieval of another array.

GEnErAl DiSCuSSiOn

Using a dualtask experimental approach, Fougnie and 
Marois (2006) showed that the capacity limit of VWM 
maintenance is not solely based on a unitary attentional 
mechanism, but is instead a product of visuospatial, cen
tral amodal, and contentspecific sources of information 
processing. Their findings rest on the assumption that 
concurrent performance on two VWM tasks is primarily 
constrained by the capacitylimited stage of maintaining 
information in VWM. However, dualtask interference 
can theoretically occur at any processing stage (Cowan & 
Morey, 2007; Pashler, 1994). Indeed, it has been argued 
that dualtask costs during the performance of two WM 
tasks may not necessarily result from competition during 
WM maintenance, since such costs could also arise from 
interference between encoding or retrieval of one WM task 
and maintenance of another (Cowan & Morey, 2007).

To demonstrate the existence of encoding costs in 
dual VWM tasks, Cowan and Morey (2007) developed 
a postcue procedure that involves the encoding of two 
sets of WM stimuli but the retention of only one of these 
two stimulus sets for the entire retention interval. When 
compared with a standard singletask procedure, post
cue performance was impaired only when the two sets of 
WM stimuli shared a modality (visual or verbal). These 
modalityspecific postcue costs were argued to reflect 
interference between encoding information in one task 
and maintaining information in the second task (Cowan 
& Morey, 2007). However, the postcue procedure does 
not eliminate demands on maintenance, because the par
ticipants still have to store two sets of WM stimuli for 
several hundred milliseconds before discarding one set. 
Thus, postcue costs could occur because of encoding costs 
and/ or storage capacity limitations. Moreover, such stor
age costs would be especially important in limiting post
cue performance when the procedure requires participants 
to store an amount of VWM stimuli (6 items) that exceeds 

efficacy is rarely affected by the concurrent performance 
of a continuously demanding secondary task, but retrieval 
may significantly impair that secondary task’s performance 
(Craik, Govoni, NavehBenjamin, & Anderson, 1996; Kel
logg, Cocklin, & Bourne, 1982; NavehBenjamin, Craik, 
Perretta, & Tonev, 2000; NavehBenjamin, Kilb, & Fisher, 
2006). Thus, retrieval from WM appears to be an obliga
tory, protected process that is unimpaired by concurrent 
task demands (Craik et al., 1996; NavehBenjamin, Craik, 
Guez, & Dori, 1998; NavehBenjamin et al., 2000; Naveh
 Benjamin et al., 2006).
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Figure 5. VWm accuracy results for the VWm1 (A) and 
VWm2 (B) tasks of Experiment 3 as a function of probe order 
and array size for the VWm tasks. Error bars represent within-
subjects errors of the mean.
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not competition for shared attentional resources, but rather 
interference (crosstalk) between attention and WM for ac
cess to a common representational format (e.g., space) 
(Dutta, Schweickert, Choi, & Proctor, 1995; Navon, 1984; 
Navon & Miller, 1987).

In contrast to its conditional involvement in VWM 
maintenance, attention appears to play a ubiquitous role in 
encoding and retrieving information from VWM. Strong 
dualtask costs arise whenever attentional demands occur 
concomitant with WM encoding (Dell’Acqua & Jolicœur, 
2000; Irwin & Gordon, 1998; Jolicœur, 1999; Jolicœur & 
Dell’Acqua, 1998, 1999), or with the retrieval and ma
nipulation of WM contents (Garavan, 1998; Han & Kim, 
2004; Oberauer, 2002, 2003), even when the tasks dif
fer in modality. Thus, although dualtask costs between 
VWM maintenance and attention only occur if there is 
overlap in the taskrelevant information, it appears that 
attention plays a general role in VWM encoding and re
trieval processes. This may suggest that VWM encoding 
and retrieval depend on attentional processes not neces
sary for the continuous maintenance of information in 
VWM. This suggestion does not imply that VWM mainte
nance is completely independent of attentional resources, 
for attention could be transiently involved in maintenance 
(Schneider, 1999)—perhaps serving only to refresh the 
mnemonic material (Awh & Jonides, 2001), thereby al
lowing attentional demands to be efficiently split between 
encoding of a VWM task and maintenance of another. 
Clearly, future research is necessary in order to determine 
whether attention is the key cognitive component that can 
account for the independence of VWM maintenance from 
encoding and retrieval.

COnCluSiOn

Experimenters have often used a dualtask methodol
ogy to determine whether WM contains separate modality
 specific stores (Baddeley 1986; Cocchini, Logie, Della 
Sala, MacPherson, & Baddeley, 2002; Cowan & Morey, 
2007; Fougnie & Marois, 2006; Morey & Cowan, 2005) 
and to examine the relationship between WM and atten
tion (Awh et al., 1998; Fougnie & Marois, 2006; Irwin & 
Gordon, 1998; Oh & Kim, 2004; Woodman & Luck, 2004; 
Woodman et al., 2001). When the source of dualtask costs 
can be identified, this method can provide a powerful dem
onstration of the extent to which two tasks share common 
processes (Pashler, 1994). In a previous study (Fougnie 
& Marois, 2006), we found that the pairing of two VWM 
tasks produced significantly more dualtask costs than the 
pairing of a verbal WM task and a VWM task or an atten
tional tracking and VWM task, suggesting that there was 
a capacitylimited process shared by the two VWM tasks 
that is not shared by the other tasks. But, as was described 
by Cowan and Morey (2007), such dual VWM costs could, 
in principle, occur at any stage of VWM processing. By 
demonstrating that neither encoding nor retrieval interfere 
with VWM maintenance, the present study allows us to 
conclude that when two VWM tasks compete for limited 
resources, the resultant interference occurs primarily dur
ing maintenance, rather than during encoding or retrieval.

estimates of VWM capacity (three or four items; Vogel 
et al., 2001), as it did in Cowan and Morey’s study.

In three experiments, we investigated the role of en
coding, storage, and retrieval limitations in dualVWM 
tasks and found that postcue costs are better accounted 
for by interference between the maintenance phases of 
two WM tasks rather than between encoding or retrieval 
of one task and maintenance of another. Specifically, in 
Experiment 1, we manipulated the number of items in the 
postcue procedure and observed postcue costs only when 
the number of stimuli exceeded estimates of VWM stor
age capacity, a result that is inconsistent with an encoding 
interference account of dual VWM postcue costs. Experi
ment 2 provided further evidence that postcue costs do not 
arise from interference between encoding of one VWM 
array and maintenance of another VWM array, because 
such costs were unaffected by a manipulation that affected 
the extent to which the encoding stage of one VWM array 
overlapped with the encoding stage of another VWM 
array. Finally, in Experiment 3, we used a response order 
manipulation in a dual VWM task to demonstrate that the 
retrieval of information from one VWM array does not 
impair retention of a second VWM array, thereby arguing 
against the possibility that costs arising from the concur
rent performance of two VWM tasks result from interfer
ence between retrieval and maintenance processes. Taken 
together, these results are consistent with Fougnie and 
Marois’s (2006) finding that dualtask costs in VWM arise 
from interference between the maintenance requirements 
of two object arrays in VWM. Our results are also highly 
consistent with Woodman and Vogel’s (2005) demonstra
tion that a VWM storage load does not affect the rate of 
stimulus encoding for another VWM task.

Why does maintaining information in VWM not in
terfere with encoding or retrieval? One possibility is that 
although encoding and retrieval are controlled processes 
closely linked to attention (Cantor & Engle, 1993), main
tenance in VWM could be supported by processes rela
tively isolated from attentional demands. Indeed, although 
it is often proposed that attention is critical for maintain
ing representations in VWM, there is very little evidence 
of interference between visuospatial attention and nonspa
tial, object WM maintenance (Awh & Jonides, 2001; Awh 
et al., 1998; Woodman et al., 2001). Dualtask interfer
ence between attention and VWM maintenance seems to 
occur only when spatial information is relevant for both 
tasks (Awh & Jonides, 2001; Awh et al., 1998; Oh & Kim, 
2004; Woodman & Luck, 2004). For example, shifts of 
visuospatial attention during a VWM retention interval 
interfere with memory for spatial location, but not for 
object identity (Awh & Jonides, 2001; Awh et al., 1998). 
It has been proposed that such selective VWM–attention 
interference may occur because shifts of visuo spatial at
tention are used to rehearse spatial locations but not object 
identity during a VWM retention interval (Awh & Jonides, 
2001; Awh et al., 1998; Awh et al., 2006; Postle, Awh, 
Jonides, Smith, & D’Esposito, 2004; Smith & Jonides, 
1998; Smyth & Scholey, 1994). However, since dualtask 
costs between attention and VWM occur only when both 
tasks utilize spatial information, these costs might reflect 
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